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Abstract

The lecture shows the feature of WWER-440/213 units maintenance, the

existing maintenance training system, the necessity of the change in main-

maintenance training system at NPP Paks.

The author introduces the would-be maintenance training centre, the training fa-

cilities and the main tasks related the maintenance training.
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Feature of the WWER-440/213 unit and its maintenance

Reactor and primary side: 1375 MW thermal capacity, with six primary loops

Secondary side: two turbine-generator units with 230 - 230 MW electrical

capacity

Refueling outage every year

The four unit maintenance in Paks

NPP Paks is the only one nuclear power plant in Hungary. But it generates

41.6% /in the year 1995/ of the Hungarian electricity production.

In commercial operation:

Unit 1 since 1983

Unit 2 since 1984

Unit 3 since 1986

Unit 4 since 1987

For the reactor pressure vessel inspection and pressure test there is a four-

year cycle required by the Hungarian nuclear authority.

It means consider the four units in Paks that every year there are three

"short" outages focused on refueling and one "long" outage concentrated

on reactor pressure vessel inspection and pressure test. This outage

period, with one or two week breaks, lasts usually from April till the end of

September.

The maintenance personnel, depending on the different professions, is working

during this period in one, two or three shifts.



The existing maintenance training system

Initial, refreshing and on-the-job training

Initial training for the new entry personnel, 150 hour course

The content of this 150 hour course is the following:

-general knowledge of nuclear power plant

-maintenance general knowledge, specialty of nuclear maintenance

-structure and maintenance of reactor, steam-generator, heat-exchangers etc.

-structure and maintenance of turbine and other rotating machines

- structure and maintenance of valves and auxiliary equipment

-quality assurance at nuclear power plant

-health physic

-work safety

After finishing the theoretical classroom course an on-the-job training is

conducted on site during the outages.

Refreshing training take place every year before the outage period

implementing the previous year's experiences.

The refreshing training lasts, depending on the professions two or three

weeks.
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The necessity of the change in the maintenace training

The main reasons to make a change are:

-decrease the influence of the human factor during outages /according to a

ten year of investigation on the field of reactor maintenance 49% of the

events were related the human factor/

- increase the dependibility of existing personnel

- training of new personnel / The aging, retiring of the existing, skilled personnel

is a real topic. Most of the existing personnel were trained during the

construction of the units, all maintenance activities could be trained at the

units without any exposure to radiation.

For the new entry personnel there are no such possibilities at the units/

-new qualification system for maintenance personnel



Introduction of the would-be maintenance training centre

The building is a modified earlier warehouse building. It is totally demolished

and rebuilt with new parts also.

The new building will have three sections, the workshop area, the passage

and the "reactor" hall. Totally new parts are the passage part and the "reactor"

hall. The old part and the passage have after the rebuilding two levels. The

built-in area in ground level is totally/1937,124 and 540 / 2.601 m2, on

the first floor is 788 m2.

The built-in space alltogether is 22.287 m3. The workshops are located on the

ground, the classrooms and offices on the first floor.

The workshops are the following:

-reactor maintenance workshop with reactor pressure vessel, all reactor

internals

-main coolant pump workshop

-main gate valve workshop

-control rod drive mechanism workshop

-steam generator workshop

- rotating machine / pumps, ejectors / workshop

-valve workshop/for different type of valves including isolating and safety relief

valves /

-leakage stop during operation workshop

-inservice inspection workshop



Equipment and mock-ups in the maintenance training centre

Real scale / original / equipment:

-reactor pressure vessel

-reactor pressure vessel core barrel

-core basket assembly

-guide tube unit

-steam generator

-reactor control rod drive mechanism

-intermedier rod

-core neutron flux detector

-core temperature measure line

-main coolant pump

-main gate valve

-different type of pumps and valves etc.

Mock-ups:

- reactor cover head

-different flanges

-part of bolting machine

The real scale equipment are supplied mainly by the IAEA including reactor

pressure vessel and reactor internals.

Most of the pumps and valves are provided by NPP Paks.

The tools and special equipment, necessary for training are also supplied by

the plant.



Current status of the establishment

The removal of the old warehouse structure has finished and the building has

started.

All equipment supplied by the IAEA are now on site, the other equipment

supplied by NPP Paks are in site warehouse.

The reactor pressure vessel and the steam-generator are on their final place.

Operation tasks of the maintenance training centre

- initial and refreshing training of maintenance personnel / NPP and outside

contractors /

-qualification of maintenance personnel

- development of special equipment and tools for maintenance, repair

- testing of special repair, maintenance procedures

-analysis of procedures

-decreasing the outage time due to training of the personnel

-decreasing the influence of the human factor during maintenance activities

-recording of maintenance life history


